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About This Game

Welcome to the pacific bullet hell where you undress pretty girls.
Touch special spots to satisfy women and avoid getting hurt.

Seduce the best ladies with your skills and repopulate the planet.

FEATURES

♥ 21 CASUAL BOSS FIGHTS TO FACE

♥ 6 CUTE GALS TO DATE

♥ 11 SEXY CLOTHES TO RIP

♥ 13 DELICIOUS FOODS TO EAT
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♥ 100% HOT PATTERNS TO LEARN

 ♥♥♥ C'mon, handsome! ♥♥♥
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Title: AHEGAL
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Oppai Reveal Studios
Publisher:
Oppai Reveal Studios
Release Date: 11 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: 1.5 Ghz dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Russian,German,Korean
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I absolutely love this visual digital dime novel! Quick things you need to know about me: I don't really like Western themed
stuff all that much, nor do I really like visual novels. I'm sure there are cool things about each genre individually, but somehow
combined together you get THIS masterpiece.

Dead End Junction is the story of Josette, a young cowgirl who romanticizes the lives of the gunslingers in her dime novels. She
sets out on a journey to find her father and along the way discovers the true after effects of war. Soon all her fantasies get a kick
into reality and the lives of outlaws and gunslingers don't seem so flashy as she's come to believe. There are economical,
societal, and racial consequences to the end of war; something you'd expect to bring peace and prosperity.

Aside from the Ace Attourney series, I haven't enjoyed any other visual novels. It's not just because they lack gameplay
elements like Phoenix Wright---I like the idea of them, but the execution usually falls flat. At least with the ones I've read so far
and never finished. The issue comes down to pointless dialogue. The characters talk a lot without saying much. There's no plot
or character development, it's just characters sassing each other or being silly. My prime examples are Nurse Love Addition and
the Hyperdimension Neptunia series, which you can check my profile for my reviews on those games.

However, Dead End Junction keeps me engaged because the characters have a lot of meaningful things to say. Questions about
courage, integrity, and equality--along with many more philosophical ponderings--are injected into the ever moving dialogue of
this story. The characters all feel nuanced and unique, talk as such, and relate to each other as such. There may be a few
moments where the characters don't talk about anything all that substantial, but unlike the other VN's I've read, that's kept to a
thankful minimum.

For the most part, the dialogue drives the story and characters forward so you rarely ever feel like the story drags on too long
like many other self indulgent VN's that think length = quality. I believe you can finish reading this visual novel in between 6-10
hours depending on your reading speed, but at least every moment has meaning in it.

You get insights on how Furros feel about making peace with humans, even the ones who still look down upon them as second
rate species. They are half-man half-beast like creatures and serve as an allegory for Native Americans in this fantasy version of
the Wild West. Then of course the coming of age arc with Josette is incredible. Not only does she do away with her initial
naivity about war and heroic gunslingers, but she also learns to be less hot headed as she befriends other well fleshed out
characters that serve as a harsh reminder that the world isn't all roses and daisies after the end of war.

Before I ramble on too much, all I'll end this off with is this: as of writing this review it is on sale for $6.99 which is 30% off the
full price. I paid full price for it and I have no regrets about it. It took me a long time to finally decide to buy it, and equally as
long to finally read it more consistently. Take it from me, my only regret is not having invested my time and attention into this
amazing story any sooner.. This is a very interesting puzzle game, with a unique mechanic. Nice music and a fun art style. The
difficulty ramps up very well over the 80 levels and gets very challenging by the end. If you like puzzle games, you'll get a few
good hours out of this one!. It's a fun romp but it feels like one unending cutscene because, well, that's what it is. The last
chapter is a bit uneven in my opinion but the game does a good job making you connect emotionally to the cast so i'll let it slide.

Definitely recommended to other vault hunters. You know who you are.. Entertaining game.... for the tutorial. Now I can't get
into the actual game, just get a black screen and some lovely music. Good music tho.. The foundation and core mechanics of the
game are there ,but there is a serious lack of content. With roughly 15 minutes of gameplay (including the 'expansion'), this title
should be considered Early Access.. I don't review games usually. But i really want this to get as much attention as possible. Its a
simple point and click game, no voice acting, but it has a way of pulling you right in, with the music and art. The characters are
all well developed and the story is really something special. IF you like adventure games and story driven games this is a must
play. I really hope it gets the attention it deserves. Devs did a really great job.
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A great game for wine fanatics and foodies alike! Great attention to detail artwise, and a wonderful description in the
winemaking process makes this game fun and enjoyable. HOWEVER the soundtrack can get a little old (after listening to it
2-300 times) overall: 4.75/5. I was FORCED to buy this game and play it for 111 minutes.. It's just.. too basic. Can't
recommend.. Great game with a simple plot. This game is a step up from the original flash game(The Enchanted Cave) without
changing the style. Simple combat, multiple skill trees, and random treasure makes for a perfect variable time game. You can do
a short run on a break, or dedicate a couple of hours to improve your character and go the distance.. A fun civilization
simulation game where the player is givencontrol over every struture in his or her budding kingdom, but is at the mercy of the
whims of his citizens.

While there is technically warfare in this game, it is limited to an occasional half-dozen "soldiers" roaming through your lands
and getting intercepted by your guards' AI, or looting a home and bugging out. The greater focus of this game is steadily
progressing your various wealth classes to bigger and better productivity. The end goal of most of the scenerios is having enough
excess good to make deals with your neighbors, some of which are readily available, some of which require you to plan out long-
range mining camps.

All done at a relatively low-key, relaxing pace.. Shame to see this game be completely dead, refreshed server browser to find 1
server in sydney with 2 people in it.
its a good game tho. Atlus is one of my favorite publishers and developers. Hope they also put Persona on PC, hell maybe some
Shin Megami Tensei, but this game is great as well. As a port, I was not disappointed. As a game on its own, it's really good if
you enjoy puzzle games because that is the core mechanic. The story is engaging enough as well. However, it shows its age in its
limited choices that you can make even though there are still multiple endings. Regardless, I do recommend you get this game
because it is fun and enthralling.
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